We show that Majorana fermions associated with Majorana flat bands emerge as zero energy modes on the [110] edge of single layer or multilayer nodal superconductors with d x 2 −y 2 -wave pairing and Rashba spin-orbit coupling. Moreover, as long as the global inversion symmetry of the single layer or multilayer superconductor is broken, and in the presence of an in-plane magnetic field parallel to the [110] edge, the Majorana fermions together with usual fermionic Andreev bound states induce a triple-peak structure in tunnelling spectroscopy experiments. Importantly, we show that the zero bias conductance peak is induced by Majorana fermions. Therefore, tunnelling spectroscopy can be used to probe Majorana fermions in nodal d x 2 −y 2 -wave superconductors.
I. INTRODUCTION
Majorana fermions, [1, 2] which act as their own antiparticles and emerge as zero energy excitations in topological superconductors, have been the subject of intense theoretical [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] and experimental studies [10] [11] [12] [13] . Majorana fermions are topologically protected in the sense that they cannot be removed by perturbations to the superconductor unless certain symmetries are broken or the bulk gap of the superconductor is closed.
Remarkably, recent development shows that Majorana fermions exist in nodal topological superconductors with gapless bulk spectra [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . For example, Majorana edge modes, which are associated with Majorana flat bands, can be found in 2D nodal d xy + p-wave superconductors [15] [16] [17] . It is also shown that zero energy Majorana flat bands can appear on the surface of 3D non-centrosymmetric superconductors which have topologically stable line nodes in the bulk [18, 19] . Majorana edge modes, which are robust against disorder, can also be created by tuning a fully gapped p ± ip-wave superconductor into the nodal regime by an external magnetic field [22] .
It has been shown that d x 2 −y 2 -wave superconductors without Rashba spin-orbit coupling (SOC) support zero energy edge states on the [110] edge (or equivalent edges) [23] , which are associated with fermionic flat bands of the bulk energy spectrum [24] . Recently, it has been shown that in the presence of Rashba SOC, Majorana zero modes associated with Majorana flat bands coexist with fermionic zero energy modes on the [110] edge [15, 21] , as depicted schematically in Fig.1a . In this work, we first show that for the single layer case, and in the presence of an in-plane magnetic field parallel to the [110] edge, the Majorana zero energy modes stay at zero energy while the zero energy fermionic modes are lifted to finite energy. This results in a triple-peak structure in the Andreev reflection type tunnelling experiments. We show that the conductance peak arising at zero voltage bias is due to the presence of Majorana fermions. This is different from the double-peak case in the usual d wave superconductor without Majorana fermions [25] .
Single layer d x 2 −y 2 -wave superconductors with Rashba SOC are yet to be identified experimentally. In the experimentally more relevant case of a multilayer structure as depicted in Fig.1b , we show that: 1) in the absence of a magnetic field, the Majorana zero modes can still survive even when multiple topologically non-trivial layers are coupled to each other. The Majorana fermions do not hybridize with each other. This is in sharp contrast to the Majorana fermions in time-reversal symmetry breaking topological superconductors in which coupling two Majorana fermions lifts the Majorana fermions to finite energy [26] . This is due to the fact that the 2D Hamiltonian of the multilayer system can be reduced to a sum of 1D Hamiltonians in the BDI class, which are classified by integers [27, 28] . 2) In the presence of an in-plane magnetic field parallel to the [110] edge, the 1D Hamiltonians are reduced to D class, which are classified by Z 2 numbers [27, 28] . We show that the Majorana fermion zero modes can survive only when the global inversion symmetry of the multilayer system is broken. Furthermore, the Majorana zero modes in the multilayer case can also induce zero bias conductance peaks (ZBCPs), which cannot be removed by an in-plane magnetic field. Therefore, tunnelling spectroscopy can be used to probe Majorana fermions in nodal topological superconductors.
II. BDI CLASSIFICATION OF THE SINGLE LAYER CASES
It has been pointed out recently that Majorana flat bands can emerge in a single layer d x 2 −y 2 -wave superconductor with Rashba SOC [15, 21] . In this section, we show that the 2D Hamiltonian can be reduced to a sum of independent 1D Hamiltonians in the BDI class which are classified by integer numbers. This classification is important for the stability of Majorana fermions in the multilayer case.
To study the Majorana fermions of a d x 2 −y 2 -wave superconductor on the [110] edge, we denote the momentum parallel and perpendicular to the [110] direction as k and k ⊥ respectively and the Hamiltonian in momentum space is:
Here, l is the layer index which is relevant in the multilayer case. Only the single layer case is considered in this section. The basis is ψ lk = (c lk↑ , c lk↓ , c † l−k↑ , c † l−k↓ ) where c lkα is an electron operator on layer l with momentum k and spin α. ∆(k) = ∆ d sin k sin k ⊥ iσ y is the pairing matrix and ∆ d is the pairing strength. The normal part of the Hamiltonian is H l0 (k) = (−2t cos k − 2t cos k ⊥ − µ)σ 0 + [g l (k) + V ] · σ where t is the intralayer hopping amplitude, g l (k) · σ describes the Rashba SOC and V is the magnetic field. Here, g l (k) = α l (sin k , − sin k ⊥ , 0) is chosen and α l is the Rashba strength on layer l.
A tight-binding model on a square lattice which reproduces H l (k) in momentum space, can be written as: [110] edge is denoted as V . To study the energy spectra in the presence of an edge, we apply periodic boundary conditions in the direction parallel to the edge and open boundary conditions in the direction perpendicular to the edge. The energy spectra are shown in Fig.2 .
It is well known that in the absence of Rashba SOC, a d x 2 −y 2 -wave superconductor is nodal and possesses zero energy fermionic states on the [110] edge [23, 24] . As shown in Fig.2a , it is evident that in the absence of Rashba SOC, there are zero energy fermionic states for a wide range of k . The flat band connects the nodal points of the bulk. It is important to note that all states are doubly degenerate for any given k due to time-reversal symmetry and inversion symmetry of the Hamiltonian.
In the presence of the Rashba SOC, the inversion symmetry is broken and, as shown in Fig.2b , each nodal point at finite k is split into two nodal points. Interestingly, there are flat bands which connect the split bulk nodal points. In the rest of this section, we show that each zero energy mode for a particular k of the flat band, highlighted in red in Fig.2b , is associated with a Majorana fermion localized on the [110] edge.
To understand the origin of the Majorana flat bands, we note that the Hamiltonian H l (k) respects the usual time-reversal symmetry T = iσ y ⊗ τ 0 K and particle-hole symmetry P = σ 0 ⊗ τ x K, where σ i and τ i are Pauli matrices which operate on the spin and the particle-hole space respectively. K is the complex conjugate operator. Therefore, the Hamiltonian is in the DIII class according to the symmetry classification [27, 28] . Unfortunately, since the bulk is nodal, the Hamiltonian cannot be clas-sified by any topological invariant associated with DIII class.
However, we note that the Hamiltonian respects a mir-
Combining M with T and P , the Hamiltonian satisfies the time-reversal like symmetry
where k is a tuning parameter. As P 2 1d = T 2 1d = 1 and the Hamiltonian also satisfies the chiral sym-
with any specific k is in the BDI class [27, 28] which is classified by an integer topological invariant number N l,BDI .
In the basis U ψ l which diagonalizes P 1d T 1d , the Hamiltonian can be off-diagonalized such that:
and the topological invariant is a winding number [17, 29, 30 ]
where
It can be shown that the topological invariant is:
Here, k ± are the solutions of the equation
there is a single Majorana mode associated with a momentum quantum number k localized on the [110] edge. The regimes with |N l,BDI (k )| = 1 are highlighted in red in Fig.2b . When |N l,BDI (k )| = 2, there is a single fermionic mode localized on the edge. The flat band regime, which is not highlighted in red in Fig.2b , has |N l,BDI (k )| = 2. It is important to note that when the Rashba terms are zero, k + = k − . Therefore, |N l,BDI (k )| is always 0 or 2 and there can be no Majorana modes as shown in Fig.2a .
III. D CLASSIFICATION AT FINITE MAGNETIC FIELD
In this section, we show that the zero energy fermionic modes can be lifted to finite energy by an in-plane magnetic field. Meanwhile, the Majorana modes stay at zero energy even in the presence of an in-plane magnetic field which is parallel to the sample edge. The energy spectra in the presence of a magnetic field are shown in Fig.2c and Fig.2d . To understand the energy spectra, we note that the time-reversal like symmetry T 1d , which protects the zero energy fermionic modes with |N l,BDI (k )| = 2, is broken by a magnetic field. However, even though the T 1d symmetry is broken, the particle-hole like symmetry P 1d is preserved if the in-plane magnetic field is applied parallel to the [110] edge direction. In the presence of Rashba SOC, the 1D Hamiltonians H l,k (k ⊥ ) are in the D class [27, 28] . Then, H l,k (k ⊥ ) can be classified by the
where Pf denotes the Pfaffian and the matrix In the absence of Rashba SOC, as the spin rotation symmetry along y-axis is preserved, the 1D Hamiltonians are in A class [27, 28] , which is topologically trivial in 1D. As a result, there are no flat bands in the spectrum as shown in Fig.2c .
It is important to note that this reduced symmetry from BDI to D class in the presence of a magnetic field is important for the determination of the stability of Majorana fermions in the multilayer cases.
IV. TUNNELLING CONDUCTANCE
It has been pointed out previously that Majorana fermions induce quantized ZBCPs in Andreev reflection type experiments of topological superconductors with a bulk gap [31, 32] . Remarkably, ZBCPs that are possibly due to Majorana fermion induced resonant Andreev reflections have been observed recently [10] [11] [12] [13] in superconductor-semiconductor heterostructure [33] [34] [35] [36] . Therefore, we expect that Majorana fermions localized on the edges of a nodal superconductor can also induce almost resonant Andreev reflections as explained in Ref. [22] . In the nodal d x 2 −y 2 -wave superconductor case however, the appearance of Majorana edge modes are accompanied by the existence of zero energy fermionic states, which are localized at the same edge. These zero energy fermionic modes can cause ZBCPs as well [23, 37] . Therefore, it is important to find a way to distinguish the Majorana edge modes from the fermionic edge modes.
Fortunately, as shown in the previous section, the zero energy fermionic edge modes of a usual d x 2 −y 2 -wave superconductor can be lifted by an external magnetic field to finite energy. As a result, the ZBCPs caused by fermionic edge modes are split into two conductance peaks at finite bias as shown in Fig.3c . These finite bias conductance peaks have been observed experimentally [25] . However, the Majorana edge modes, which appear in the presence of Rashba SOC, stay at zero energy even in the presence of an in-plane magnetic field parallel to the [110] edge. Therefore, we expect the ZBCPs to survive in the presence of a magnetic field. Moreover, since the zero energy fermionic modes are lifted to finite energy in the presence of a magnetic field, we expect the ZBCP that originated from the fermionic modes to split into two peaks at finite voltage bias. As a result, we expect a triple-peak structure for the tunnelling conductance in the presence of Majorana fermions. The tunnelling conductance in the presence of Majorana fermions is shown in Fig.3d . For comparison, the tunnelling conductance with zero magnetic field, in the absence and presence of the Rashba SOC, are shown in Fig.3a and Fig.3b respectively.
The results shown in Fig.3 are calculated using the lattice Green's function method [38, 39] . A schematic picture of the tunnelling experiment is shown in Fig.1a . The superconductor is described by a tight-binding lattice model of H l,tb in Eq.2 with N sites along the [110] edge and N ⊥ sites perpendicular to the [110] edge. A semi-infinite normal lead with width N L , described by H l,t in Eq.2 with hopping amplitude t lead , is attached to the [110] edge of the superconductor. The barrier between the normal lead and the superconductor is simulated by a reduced hopping strength t h between the neighbouring sites of the lead and the superconductor.
The differential conductance from the normal lead into the edge of the nodal superconductor can be written as:
Here, V denotes the voltage difference between the lead and the superconductor. f ( ) is the Fermi distribution function f ( ) = [exp( /k B T ) + 1] −1 and f e/h ( ) = f ( ∓ eV ). T A ( ) denotes the Andreev reflection amplitude and T N ( ) denotes the electron tunnelling amplitude from the normal lead to the superconductor. T A and T N are calculated using the standard recursive Green's function method [38, 39] . It is important to note that T N ( ) is zero for a fully gapped superconductor when is smaller than the pairing gap. However, for a nodal superconductor, T N is not zero in general [22] . films of CeCoIn 5 , with d x 2 −y 2 -wave pairing and strong SOC, were fabricated recently [40] . It is important to note that bulk CeCoIn 5 has a crystal point group symmetry D 4h , which respects inversion symmetry, and Rashba type SOC cannot appear in the bulk. Nevertheless, as pointed out by Maruyama et al. [41] , inversion symmetry is locally broken on the surface layers of CeCoIn 5 which give rise to Rashba SOC on the surface layers. In this case illustrated in Fig1b, the top and bottom layers of CeCoIn 5 can be described by H l in Eq.1 with different Rashba strength and the Rashba strength in the middle layers can be neglected. Motivated by these experimental and theoretical studies, we investigate two layers of d x 2 −y 2 -wave superconductors with Rashba SOC which are coupled by electron hopping. Due to the fact that the local inversion symmetry of the top and bottom surface layers can be broken in different ways due to the difference between the substrate and the vacuum as shown in Fig.1b , we allow the Rashba strength on the two layers to be different in general. When this happens, the global inversion symmetry of the superconductor is broken.
The tight-binding Hamiltonian of the bilayer system is H bilayer,tb = H 1,tb + H 2,tb + H c , where H l,tb are described in Eq.2 and H c is the coupling between the two layers with:
After Fourier transform, we obtain the Hamiltonian in the momentum space H bilayer (k). Before discussing the details of the calculations, we note that H bilayer (k , k ⊥ ) satisfies the time-reversal like symmetry and particle-hole like symmetry as before with T 1d = −σ 0 ⊗ τ z ⊗ I 0 K and P 1d = −σ y ⊗ τ y ⊗ I 0 K. Here, I 0 is the identity matrix acting on the layer index. As a result, the Hamiltonian
, with k as a tuning parameter, is in the BDI class in the absence of an external magnetic field and in D class in the presence of an in-plane magnetic field parallel to the [110] edge. As pointed out by Schnyder et al. [27] , BDI class Hamiltonians are classified by integers. Therefore, if both the top and the bottom layers are topologically nontrivial for a particular k before turning on the coupling, the bilayer system is expected to be topologically nontrivial even when the two layers are coupled. Therefore, we expect that the bilayer system support Majorana flat bands when at least one of the layers is topologically non-trivial. This is in sharp contrast to the case of timereversal breaking topological superconductors whereby coupling two topologically non-trivial superconductors renders the system topologically trivial [2, 26] .
In the presence of an in-plane magnetic field parallel to the [110] edge, the system is in D class which is classified by a Z 2 number. As a result, the bilayer system supports Majorana fermions only when there are regions of k where only one layer is topologically non-trivial. This happens when the global inversion symmetry of the system is broken as we show below.
The above argument can be verified by calculating the topological invariant N bilayer,BDI (k ) and N bilayer,D (k ) of the BDI class and D class Hamiltonian respectively. N bilayer,BDI (k ) can be calculated using Eqs.4 and 5 with q l replaced by q bilayer where
When the interlayer coupling satisfies |t c /t| << 1, it can be shown that N bilayer,BDI = N 1,BDI + N 2,BDI .
In the presence of a magnetic field, N bilayer,D (k ) can be found using Eq.6 with PfB l replaced by PfB bilayer where
for k ⊥ = 0, π. It can be shown that for small interlayer coupling The energy spectra of bilayer systems with periodic boundary conditions parallel to the [110] edge and open boundary conditions perpendicular to the edge are shown in Fig.4. Fig.4a shows the energy spectrum of the bilayer case with α 1 = −α 2 . In this case, the topological invariant for all k satisfies N 1,BDI = N 2,BDI resulting in the persistence of Majorana flat bands in the bilayer case. However, in the presence of a magnetic field, the symmetry is reduced from BDI class to D class and all the zero energy modes are lifted to finite energy as shown in Fig.4c . This is due to the fact that N 1,D (k ) = N 2,D (k ) for all k and N bilayer,D is always trivial for all k .
If the global inversion symmetry is broken, the magnitude of the Rashba strengths are different |α 1 | = |α 2 |, there exist regimes in which N 1,D (k ) = N 2,D (k ). In this case, Majorana flat bands exist both in the absence and presence of a parallel magnetic field as shown in Fig.4b and Fig.4d respectively. Experimentally, if a thin film of CeCoIn 5 is grown on a substrate, as depicted in Fig.1b , the local inversion symmetry of the bottom layer and the top layer can be broken differently and result in |α 1 | = |α 2 |. Therefore, observing Majorana flat bands in the presence of an in-plane magnetic field is possible and a triple-peak structure of the tunnelling spectroscopy is expected, as in the single layer case.
The tunnelling conductance in the case with |α 1 | = |α 2 | is shown in Fig.5a and Fig.5c in the absence and presence of a magnetic field respectively. As expected, the ZBCP is split into two peaks when V = 0. The tunnelling conductance for |α 1 | = |α 2 | is shown in Fig.5b and Fig.5d . Without magnetic field, there is a ZBCP due to the Majorana fermions and the usual zero energy fermions. With an in-plane magnetic field, the single ZBCP is split into three peaks with the central peak induced by Majorana fermions. These special magnetic field dependence of the ZBCPs can be used to probe Majorana fermions in nodal d x 2 −y 2 superconductors.
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
It is important to note that both the fermionic flat bands and the Majorana flat bands are protected by translation symmetry. In the presence of disorder, the Majorana as well as the fermionic flat bands are broadened around zero energy. However, as shown in Fig.5e , the triple-peak structure in the finite magnetic field can still be observed as long as the Zeeman energy splitting is larger than the width of the disorder and thermal broadened tunnelling peak. Due to inversion symmetry breaking, it is possible that a p-wave pairing term can emerge [42] . By symmetry analysis, such a p-wave pairing breaks the crucial mirror symmetry which protects the Majorana flat bands and thus the ZBCP caused by Majorana fermions will be further split into two peaks. The further splitting of the ZBCP can be regarded as a piece of evidence of the emergence of Rashba p-wave superconductor in the system. However, if this splitting is smaller than the thermal broadening width, the two peaks will appear as one ZBCP at finite temperature. This case is shown in Fig.5f . Similarly, the symmetry protecting the Majorana flat bands is broken by magnetic fields with components perpendicular to the [110] edge. As a result, the Majorana flat bands will be lifted to finite energy and the ZBCP will be split into two peaks.
In conclusion, we pointed out that Majorana flat bands appear on the [110] edges in single or multi-layer d x 2 −y 2 superconductors with Rashba-spin orbit coupling. As long as global inversion symmetry is broken, the Majorana fermions can survive even in the presence of an in-plane magnetic field parallel to the [110] edge. The fermionic and Majorana edge states induce multiple peaks in tunnelling spectroscopy experiments with a ZBCP induced by Majorana fermions. Therefore, we propose that tunnelling experiments can be used to probe Majorana fermions in nodal d x 2 −y 2 -wave superconductors.
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